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Dashboard Data Mart (DDM) Process Overview



studentGPS® Dashboards Validation Reports



studentGPS® Dashboards Administrative Functionality
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The participant will be able to:


Describe the Dashboard Data Mart (DDM) data loading process



Explain where to find the studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports



Name the studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports

Click to Pre-requisites
edit Master title style
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Pre-requisites that are needed prior to this training:


Training Pre-requisites:


Participants should attend TSDS Technical Course Module 1:
Overview of TSDS and TSDS High Level End User Process Map
(or view the online overview posted on Project Share)



Participants should also attend Technical Course Module 2: TSDS
Client-Side Validation Tool and Technical Course Module 3: TSDS
Loading Data into the ODS

Dashboard Data Mart Process Overview
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Click Loading
to edit Master
titleMap
style
Data
Process
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http://www.tea.state.tx.us/Workarea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=25769810585

TSDS High Level End User Process Map:
Click
to edit
Master title style
DDM Data
Loading
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Automatic data
promotion

Validation Errors:
Correct data in
source system

No Errors: No
action

As soon as the data
is updated, it is
reflected in the
studentGPS ®
Dashboards
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Data will be refreshed on a nightly basis within a specified time window.
This process does not involve end user approval or a manual trigger to
promote the data to the DDM.



Users will not interact directly with the DDM; instead, user interaction will
occur through the studentGPS ® Dashboards as well as through the
studentGPS ® validation reports to check the reasonableness of the
metrics calculated.



If the Staging DDM load fails, the previous day’s data will be retained.

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation
Reports

11

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports:
Overview
Click to edit Master title style
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The TSDS Portal link will take you to the Business Objects Portal where all
the studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports are stored.



The reports are On-Demand and can be run anytime.



It is recommended that the reports are run at critical times throughout the
year



The following reports are currently available:





GPS1-101-001 TSDS Data Quality Report



GPS1-102-001 TSDS Data Count Report



GPS1-103-001 TSDS Data Exception Report

This report is accessible by LEA- and TEA-users


If user has access to multiple LEA’s, make the selection in portal for that
specific LEA.

Click to
edit Master title style
Error
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studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports:
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On the TSDS Portal, there is a link to access the studentGPS ®
Dashboards Reports

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation
Click to edit Master title style
Reports: Navigate (1 of 3)
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Select from one of the following reports: TSDS Data Quality Report, TSDS
Data Count Report or TSDS Data Exception Report from the report list

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation
Click to edit Master title style
Reports: Navigate (2 of 3)
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Click on the expander plus sign by the LEA district number and choose from the
interchange list.



Note: If you have access to more than one district, the districts will be listed.

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation
Click to edit Master title style
Reports: Navigate (3 of 3)
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Click on each interchange to review the different check points.

Click to
editQuality
MasterReport
title style
TSDS
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What it does

What it doesn’t do

Automatically runs 39 scripts at the
Does not run during the build or cause
end of each DDS build against the Ed- a build to fail
Fi temp tables that have been loaded
Does not take into account unknown
Checks for known situations that are
data anomalies
either reasonable or unreasonable;
represent experience with the LPR as
issues have arisen and logic has been
applied to certain situations and data
anomalies.

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports
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The Data Quality report shows the following field names and details for
each field.



1. Interchange (E.g. Education Org., Education Org. Calendar, Staff Assoc.. Etc.)



2. Description (Shows the desired action for the Actual Result column)



3. Result (Shows whether the indicator Passed or Failed)



4. Expected Result (Shows what information should appear in the Actual Result Column)



5. Actual Result (Shows information on what actually happened)

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports
Click
to edit
Master
titleReport
style Example
TSDS Data
Quality
Report:
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What it does

What it doesn’t do

Compares the current build to the
Does not run during the build or cause
immediate prior build the DDM
a build to fail
databases. This reporting can identify
major changes in population of tables.

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports
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The Data Count report shows the following field names and details
for each field.



1. Table Name (Lists the specific tables from where the data is being counted)



2. Record Count (Lists the current data elements counted)



3. Prior Count (Lists the date elements counted in the last load)



4. Percent Changes (Lists the percentage changes (if any) between Record Count and
Prior Count Columns)



5. Comment (Indicates Decrease, Increase, No Change or No Data based on the Percent
Changed column)

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports
Click to edit Master title style
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What it does

What it doesn’t do

Rejects individual records at two
points in the build (to Ed-Fi ODS and
to DDS) that would otherwise kill the
build

Does not stop the build based on data
integrity

Increases the percentage of
successful builds

Does not place a value judgment on
the number of records that are
rejected or pass through (no
threshold)

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports
Click to edit Master title style
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The Data Exception report shows the following field names and
details for each field.



1. Package Name (Data package that contains the errors)



2. Exception Level (Severity of the error (e.g. Error, Warning, Entity Not
Found, etc.)



3. Error Message (Details of the error)



4. Record Count (Number of occurrences of the error)

studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports
TSDS
Exception
Report:
ClickData
to edit
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Data Quality, Data Count and Data Exception
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Data Quality Report



Example 1 : If you built dashboard with limited interchanges


If you start loading discipline interchange which wasn’t loaded with the first build, the Data
Quality report will help districts to identify potential data errors.



Data Count Report



Example: If your student count changes drastically


If the student count from previous load to last successful load shows a sudden drop in data.

Data Exception Report
Example: If teacher cannot see assessment data for her students


In the case where an LEA’s data passes validation and is processed into the eDM but does
not show up in the dashboards, this report would be the first place to determine potential data
issues.

studentGPS™ Dashboards
Administrative Functions
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Dashboards users with the system administrator role have access to the
following tabs:


Site Configuration



Auto Provisioning



Position Title Claim Sets



Metric Settings



Photo Management

Within these tabs, the system administrator can perform various functions,
outlined in the following slides.

ClickConfiguration
to edit MasterTab
title style
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On the Site Configuration Tab, the user can:



Disable the system



Set up system wide messages

Click to edit
titlethe
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Issues may arise that require system to be disabled



Examples of situations:


FERPA or privacy issue



System has fatal error that requires shut down to fix



Users having concerns with particular metric

Click to edit
title style
Disabling
theMaster
System
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Process for disabling:


Click on Home Icon on the upper left hand corner of the Dashboards



Select Site Configuration



Check the box to deactivate the website for the entire district



Select Save

Click to edit Master
title
style
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System
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System administrators can post broad messages to users. This would be
helpful to notify of data availability, new data coming, training materials:


Enter the message in the textbox provided and click ‘Save’



The message will appear in yellow at the top of every dashboard page



Once the system-wide message is no longer needed, the system
administrator can delete it and click save.

ClickClaim
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On this tab, the user maps existing LEA job titles to studentGPS™
Dashboards roles

FERPA
Use Policies
Click toand
editDistrict
Master Data
title style
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Key points about policy –


The studentGPS™ Dashboards application provides different levels of
user access to comply with FERPA



LEA staff must ensure that user access roles in the Dashboards align with
district data policies

Dashboards Staff Classification and
Click
to edit Master title style
Claim Sets
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Claim sets are used to map LEA job codes – taken from the LEA source
system – to Dashboards roles


Each user’s level of access is determined by his/her job code as
defined in the source system (HR or SIS) – for example, “teacher”,
“principal”, “coach”



The extracted interchange is used to port the LEA job codes to the
Dashboards so they can then be mapped to claim set roles by the
LEA Steward in either single or batch mode



The LEA Steward maps job codes to claim set roles; each role is
associated with an organization level (superintendent – district,
principal – campus)



Mapping is done by job code, not by individual; therefore, every
principal will have the same level of access within his/her LEA

Mapping
OtherMaster
LEA Users
Claim Sets
Click to edit
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To add staff members (besides principal or superintendent) who need
access to student-level information in the Dashboards, you will need the
following:


Dashboard/DDM role as "Specialist"



Proper staff/student association via UniqueID through the StudentCohort
interchange

studentGPS™ Dashboards User Access
Click
to edit Master title style
Overview
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“Specialists” are defined as staff who are responsible for specific groups or
“cohorts” of students and should only see those students




The most common example of this is a teacher

Teachers only see their students as determined by their class section
assignments


Class sections are uploaded nightly from the LEA source systems

studentGPS™ Dashboards User Access
Click
to edit Master title style
Overview
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Those who do not have class section assignments, but need to see a
specific group of students can be assigned a specialist role and linked to
those students using the cohort interchange


This is not automatic; setup requires additional coordination between
the source system vendor and LEA



If this is not set up, then the target individual will receive an error
message when logging in to the studentGPS™ Dashboards

It is recommended that LEA data stewards review list of specialists at the
beginning of each school year to ensure they are up to date

Click to edit Master
title style
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Claims-based authentication is the process of authenticating a user
based on a set of claims about the user’s identity contained in a trusted
token



Basic set of roles or ‘claims’ correspond to varying levels of access



Access will differ based on where assigned (campus vs. district) and any
specific student assignments (class sections, rosters)

studentGPS™ Dashboards Roles and
Click
title
style
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to edit
Data:Master
Staff and
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Description

District

School/
Campus

Operational

Classroom

Students

Staff

User may view the district-level
Dashboards or school-level
Dashboards only (dependent on
organizational assignment. This is
a “metrics-only” view and users are
restricted from seeing any student
or staff level information

If district org
(e.g.
Receptionist)

If school org
(e.g. Nurse)

No

No

No

Specialist

User may view only those students
that are associated to their staff ID.
District/Campus specialist: User
may view only those students in the
district of a specific school in a
capacity other than teacher (as
determined by student rosters, e.g.,
counselor). Teacher: User may
view only those students across the
specific school(s) that are
associated with user as a teacher
(students assigned to the teacher’s
class sections). Teacher can see a
school level view; student lists are
limited to those assigned to
teacher’s sections.

If district org
(e.g. Speech
Therapist)

If school org
(e.g. Teacher,
Counselor)

No

Rosters or
Classes in
District or
School

Rosters or
Classes in
District or
School

studentGPS™ Dashboards Roles and Claims
Click
toLeader,
edit Master
title style
to Data:
Administration
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Description

District

School/
Campus

Operational

Classroom

Students

Leader

User may view the student
Dashboards for all students
currently enrolled in the district
or specific school (depending on
organizational assignment).
User cannot see any operational
or staff metrics.

If district org
(e.g.
Diagnostician,
Special Ed
Director @ the
LEA level)

If school org
(e.g.,
Counselor,
Special Ed
Director @
the campus
level)

No

Yes

Yes

Administration

User may view the student,
classroom and full campus
Dashboards for all students and
teachers currently enrolled in the
district or specific school
(dependent on organizational
assignment).

If district org
(e.g.
Curriculum
Director)

Yes
(e.g.,
Instructional
Coach)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Principal

User may view the student,
classroom and full campus
Dashboards for all students and
teachers currently enrolled in the
specific school. May also view
campus goals and do “what if”
analysis of goals, but changes
won’t be saved for future
sessions.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

studentGPS™ Dashboards Roles and Claims
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and style
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Description

District

School/
Campus

Operational

Classroom

Students

Superintendent

User may view the student, classroom
and full campus Dashboards for all
students and teachers currently
enrolled in the district. User also has
the ability to set and manage district
and campus goals or thresholds.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

System Admin or
LEA Data
Steward and Key
Designees

User may impersonate the view of the
student, classroom and full campus
Dashboards for all students and
teachers currently enrolled in the
district. This role also has the ability to
disable the dashboards, and
broadcast district-wide system
messages.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Select Single Edit button



Select Position Title drop down
to see list of district titles and
select title

Click to aedit
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Click on the Claim Set drop
down to select the specific
claim set for the position
title

Click to
edit Master title style
Batch
Editing
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Select the Batch Edit button



Click ‘User Roles Template’ to
export current list of district
position titles and Dashboards
claim settings (in xls)



Note that the template will be
initially blank



Be sure to use the seven
ClaimSet roles with correct
spelling and punctuation when
batch editing


Cells can left EMPTY or filled
in with NONE as the value

Batch Editing: Review Settings for Multiple
Click
toTitle
editClaim
Master
title style
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Review claim settings for each
Position Title



Make changes to Dashboards
claim set using the list of options



Save file to local drive

Batch Editing: Review Settings for Multiple
Click
toTitles
edit Master
title
style
Position
Claim Sets
(cont’d)
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Use Browse button to select
updated file from your local drive



Click submit to upload file



Wait at least 10 minutes



Test by impersonating user



Note: Be sure to use the 7
ClaimSet roles with correct
spelling and punctuation when
batch editing

Click to Support:
edit Master
title style Access
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Symptom

Possible Cause

Fix

User can’t see all
campuses to which s/he is
assigned

User view is defaulted to
their first campus
assignment. User must use
drop-down menu to change
campuses.

Walk the user through how
to navigate between the
campuses to which they are
assigned.

After login, user can’t see
his/her screens

•

User does not have
proper roles
User roles have
changed
Dashboard application
problems

Record which screens the
user cannot see and
escalate the issue.

User access only tied to
class section. User doesn’t
have class section
(specialist).

Obtain user name/ID and
work with helpdesk to
determine if higher level
setting needed.

•
•
User can’t see all students
for which they’re
responsible

Click Provisioning
to edit MasterTab
title style
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Functionality within this tab allows the user to choose whether or not TEAL
accounts are to be automatically created and/or updated to grant or revoke
dashboard access.



This process uses the Staff Association Interchange for the
creation/updating of TEAL accounts.




Date of Birth is required if the LEA opts for Auto Provisioning

Auto Provisioning can be done at the district or campus level.


If campus level is selected, the user can choose to provision for all
position titles or only for specific position titles
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To opt out of Auto Provisioning, the LEA should select the “No” radio button:
This image cannot currently be displayed.
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To opt-in for TEAL Auto Provisioning, select the Yes radio button
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When Yes is selected, the district must choose one of the following:



All – this means Auto Provisioning will happen on a district wide basis



Custom – this allows the user to select specific campuses and also
select specific roles that are to be auto provisioned

We will explore these options further in the upcoming slides.
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Match Unique ID, DOB(Month/Day),
First Name/Last Name
•3 out of 4 must match and Unique ID is
required to receive Dashboard User role
•DOB is required

Existing TEAL accounts
•Inserts Unique ID into the TEAL record
•Adds Dashboard user role

No pre-existing TEAL account
•New TEAL account is created
•Inserts Unique ID into the TEAL record
•Adds Dashboard user role

Click Provisioning
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LEAs may customize Auto Provisioning to limit it to specific campuses and
further limit it to specific position titles.



Highlight the campus name then select the positions to be auto-provisioned
for that campus.



Highlighting All above the campus listing will result in auto provisioning
of TEAL accounts for the positions selected for all campuses



Highlighting an individual campus and then selecting position titles will
result in auto provisioning of the titles selected for that specific campus

Click Provisioning:
to edit Master Email
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24 to 48 hours before the auto provisioning process occurs, an email is
sent to the primary approver at the LEA notifying them of the persons in
their LEA who will be receiving or losing studentGPS™ Dashboard access.





The StaffAssociationInterchange in combination with the Claim Set
Mapping dictates which users will be granted or will lose studentGPS™
Dashboard access.


If a staff member is to studentGPS™ Dashboard access, they must
be included on the StaffAssociationInterchange



If a staff member is removed from the StaffAssociationInterchange,
their studentGPS™ Dashboard access is revoked

Users impacted by auto provisioning also receive emails
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The following is an example of the email that the primary approver
receives:

TEAL User Emails -- No existing TEAL
Click
to edit Master title style
Account
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If an account is to be auto provisioned for a user and they do not already
have a TEAL account, they will get an email as follows:



studentGPS™ Dashboards role access is included on this auto provisioned
account
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When an account is to be auto provisioned for a user and the user already
has a TEAL ID, they will receive an email as follows:
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On this tab, the user sets the Grades Below C Metric
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Metric threshold for Grades Below C can be configured at the district level



The studentGPS™ Dashboards default value is 75



Once a new value is entered and saved, there will be a time delay for the
change to register and metrics to recalculate with the new value



Metric values can only be modified by users with ‘System Administrator’
claim set
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Select the Metric Settings tab at the top right



Enter the correct threshold value



Click ‘Save’
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On this tab, the user can upload photos

Click to
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The photo management tool allows LEA Stewards
to upload student and staff photos as well as
logos for schools and districts

Click to
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Photo Packaging


The photos should be in a zip file with the optional subfolders called District,
Campus, Staff and Student with their respective images in each folder



Each zip file should only contain the photos of one campus (i.e. each campus should
have its own zip file of photos)



The images should be named with the unique identifier of the entity or person and
the file extension (i.e. <District ID>.jpg, <Campus ID>.jpg, <Staff UID>.jpg and
<Student UID>.jpg)



While large file sizes are supported, we recommend keeping the zip file to 200MB or
less and each individual image must not exceed 10MB and must be sized in a 3:4
ratio
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1.
2.
3.

Select a campus from the drop down menu
Select Browse to navigate to the zip file of images that you have
prepared.
Select Upload
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Wrap Up and Questions
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Today we talked about:


How data is loaded into the studentGPS ® Dashboards



How to view the studentGPS ® Dashboards Validation Reports



studentGPS™ Dashboards Administrative Functionality Overview
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Questions?

